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Circle the spelling word in each sentence. 

If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT  
on the line. 

If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct  
spelling on the line.  

1. Do you think this psychic can actually read minds? 

2. All doctors must take numerous biology courses.

3. Damage at the earthquake’s epacenter was devastating.

4. Telegrams were sent using machines called telegraphs.

5. The heartless man was completely apethetic to my struggles.

6. The senator barely used the telaprompter during her speech. 

7. Which programer wrote the code for this website? 

8. Writing left graphyte smudges on Jamarion’s hands. 

9. Khadiza was psyked to see her team compete in the finals. 

10.  Ephraim checked out a book on Egyptian mythology. 

11.  Can you think of an anigram for the word listen? 

12.  Keith wants his hockey idol’s autograph someday. 

1.  _______________

2.  _______________

3.  _______________

4.  _______________

5.  _______________

6.  _______________

7.  _______________

8.  _______________

9.  _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________
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13.  It’s more difficult to empathize than sympathize 
      with someone. 

14.  Faye’s ecentric fashion choices stood out in a crowd. 

15.  Riaan’s mom bought him a fancy set of kaligraphy pens. 

16.  To become a therapist, you must first study psychology. 

17.  The sentral train terminal has lines to numerous destinations. 

18.  “He’s using telepethy to read our minds!” the hero shouted. 

19.  Maliah can’t concentrate; her thoughts are all over 
      the place!

20.  Coach Quinn drew a diagram to explain the football play. 

Review Words

21.  Augustus wants to be a certified electrician when he’s older. 

22.  Frustratingly, the ilustrasion didn’t match the text description. 

23.  Did the car colision result in any serious injuries? 

Challenge Words

24.  The movie was nominated for a cinematography award.

25.  Julio’s cousin is studying to become a psychyatrist.

13. _______________

14. _______________

15. _______________

16. _______________

17. _______________

18. _______________

19. _______________

20. _______________

21. _______________

22. _______________

23. _______________

24. _______________

25. _______________
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Circle the spelling word in each sentence. 

If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT  
on the line. 

If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct  
spelling on the line.  

1. Do you think this psychic can actually read minds? 

2. All doctors must take numerous biology courses.

3. Damage at the earthquake’s epacenter was devastating.

4. Telegrams were sent using machines called telegraphs.

5. The heartless man was completely apethetic to my struggles.

6. The senator barely used the telaprompter during her speech. 

7. Which programer wrote the code for this website? 

8. Writing left graphyte smudges on Jamarion’s hands. 

9. Khadiza was psyked to see her team compete in the finals. 

10.  Ephraim checked out a book on Egyptian mythology. 

11.  Can you think of an anigram for the word listen? 

12.  Keith wants his hockey idol’s autograph someday. 

1.  _______________

2.  _______________

3.  _______________

4.  _______________

5.  _______________

6.  _______________

7.  _______________

8.  _______________

9.  _______________

10. _______________

11. _______________

12. _______________

Spelling List F-29: Greek Roots

Fix the Misspelled Words
ANSWER KEY

CORRECT

CORRECT

teleprompter

CORRECT

graphite

programmer

psyched

anagram

apathetic

epicenter

CORRECT

CORRECT
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13.  It’s more difficult to empathize than sympathize 
      with someone. 

14.  Faye’s ecentric fashion choices stood out in a crowd. 

15.  Riaan’s mom bought him a fancy set of kaligraphy pens. 

16.  To become a therapist, you must first study psychology. 

17.  The sentral train terminal has lines to numerous destinations. 

18.  “He’s using telepethy to read our minds!” the hero shouted. 

19.  Maliah can’t concentrate; her thoughts are all over 
      the place!

20.  Coach Quinn drew a diagram to explain the football play. 

Review Words

21.  Augustus wants to be a certified electrician when he’s older. 

22.  Frustratingly, the ilustrasion didn’t match the text description. 

23.  Did the car colision result in any serious injuries? 

Challenge Words

24.  The movie was nominated for a cinematography award.

25.  Julio’s cousin is studying to become a psychyatrist.

13. _______________

14. _______________

15. _______________

16. _______________

17. _______________

18. _______________

19. _______________

20. _______________

21. _______________

22. _______________

23. _______________

24. _______________

25. _______________

Spelling List F-29: Greek RootsANSWER KEY

psychiatrist

collision

CORRECT

calligraphy

CORRECT

central

CORRECT

illustration

CORRECT

eccentric

CORRECT

telepathy

CORRECT


